
2013 –Replay Quiz #1: 
 

1. Third and five on B15.  A1’s pass is intercepted by B48 in the end zone.  B1 runs to the B 16-yard 

line, where he attempts to handoff to B44, who muffs the ball.  B44 recovers the ball at the B 29-

yard line and runs for a touchdown.  A replay shows that the attempted handoff by B48 was 

actually forward. 

Would you stop and review this play?   Yes ____      No ____ 

 

 

 

2. First and ten on A 7-yard line.  QB A13 scrambles into the end zone where he is under pressure 

by several Team B players.  A13 throws an attempted backward pass towards back A24, which A78 

steps in and catches it in the end zone, and runs to the A21, where he is down.  The Team B Coach 

challenges that A13’s pass was forward, which it was.   

Is this a reviewable play?   Yes ____     No ____ 

Reviewable aspects of reviewable? 

Replay ruling after review? 
 

 

 

3. Second & 10 on the A 9-yard line.   QB A13, standing on the 4-yard line throws a pass towards 

A80 who is on the 10-yard line.  The forward pass is batted high into the air by defensive tackle 

#77.  Back A24 running towards his goal line catches the batted ball on the 2-yard line and his 

momentum carries him into the end zone, where he is tackled.  The ROF is a safety.  The Team A 

coach challenges that A24’s momentum carried him into his end zone and that it should be their 

ball on the 2-yard line.   

Is this a reviewable play?    Yes ____      No ____ 

Your ruling if reviewed: 

 

 

 
4. Third & 8 on the Team B 38-yard line.  Ball carrier A24 is hit on the Team B 33-yard line and 

fumbles.  B78 dives for the loose ball and muffs it out of bounds on the 29-yard line.  The officials 

put the ball in play, Team A first & 10 on the Team B 29-yard line. 

Is this a reviewable play?   Yes ____     No ____ 
  


